Jiwaji University, Gwalior
School of Studies in Neuroscience
Advt. No. JU/Neuro/ 484, dated 12/08/2011

WALK-IN-INTERVIEW is called for the following position available at the School of Studies in Neuroscience:
CMR Project on “Impact of maternal exposure to deltamethrin... cognitive development of new born”:

1. Research Assistant = 01 (Qualification: M.Sc. Neuroscience/Zoology/Biotechnology/Biochemistry/ Life Science; Emoluments: Rs. 19,481/- per month fixed. Candidates who have appeared for the final examination may also apply.)

The appointments shall be on purely temporary basis. Interested candidates may appear for walk-in-interview at the School of Studies in Neuroscience on 26th August 2011 at 11.00 A.M. along with their application, o-data and certificates, etc. in original and copies there of and a passport size photograph. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

Registrar